
 

REPACK Elden Ring: Deluxe Edition SKiDROW CODEX [+ DLC]Full Version
For PC

This is the official application of Elden Ring Game. To download the application, please tap or click
'Ask". If you tap on 'Ask', and click ‘OK' on the permission page, the application will open. If you tap

on ‘Ask’ and click ‘Cancel’, you will not open the application. Tap or click 'Yes' to consent to the
processing of your personal information as explained in the Privacy Policy. If you do not agree with
the processing of your personal information as explained in the Privacy Policy, tap or click 'Cancel'.
Tap or click 'OK' to proceed. Feature List: [Story mode (RPG mode) ] * You can enjoy the story using
3D environments and watch your own character in the pictures. * You can enjoy the story using 3D

environments and watch your own character in the pictures. * Complete 3D turn-based RPG. *
Choose character class and step on the story with delight. * Create your own class and bring your

own character to life. * Experience a campaign that sees your own unique character grow up. * Enjoy
the excellent story through music and pictures. [Multiplayer] * Directly connect with other players

from around the world. * Customize your character using the equipment that you create. * The
experience and results will get better as you play with others from around the world. * The world of

Elden Ring is full of people who enjoy social games. * Your own character will grow together with
other people. [In-Game Chat] * Chat with other players on the content that you find. * Enjoy the chat

based on the content that you find. [Character Creation] * Play your favorite character! * Want to
fight? Learn to fight first! * Choose your favorite character! * Choose the class that fits your

character. * Become your favorite character by customizing them. [Game Mechanics] * Experience a
turn-based RPG where 3D scenes are fully realized. * Learn the basics and improve your skills

through the tutorial. * 5 classes, 7 special abilities, and 2 types of armor. * Choose your favorite
character and

Features Key:
A unique fantasy drama in which the character you play dominates the story

Endless adventure in a seamless world
A chance to choose the identity of your character, such as powerful warrior, mage, or other

Embrace the connected universe with all those who are part of it
Designed for online multiplayer – perfectly balanced game play that can challenge veteran players

Brand new figures – Create your own character in a living history of the Lands Between
A system in which certain equipment can be used by multiple characters

A new elegant fantasy RPG that everyone can play
One of the deepest game stories to be released in 2014
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A new gameplay style – tons of daring moves and unpredictable attacks are waiting for you to solve
the most challenging puzzles

Most scenarios represent twists in action, ranging from a simple snowfall scene to investigations on
temple ruins

Dynamic scenes that turn rapidly - your opponents can react to your actions in real time. Come out
on top in every battle

Graphical art that really stands out – beautifully composed scenes and characters whose simple yet
raw forms are sometimes truly impressive

A rich ambient soundtrack and dynamic voices that bring the game to life
An epic story where the characters' thoughts intertwine

A huge variety of weapons and armor, including mid-range weapons and powerful weapons such as
the Divine Sword

Elden Ring will be released in the summer of 2014.

For more information please visit: 

Official Website: 
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